Introduction
Fiber composites have yield properties which clearly differ from the typical von Mises behavior used to describe yield of homogeneous plastic materials. Earlier models based on yield of a cylindrical composite element, in which an elastic fiber is surrounded by an annulus of nonhardening elastic-plastic material, predict a bilinear stress-strain behavior during monotonic uniaxial loading along the fiber direction [1] , and qualitatively predict experimental measurements of hysteretic behavior during cyclic uniaxial loading [2] . Unlike pure or solid solution materials, two-phase materials are susceptible to yield under pure hydrostatic loading [3, 4] . In particular, TEM studies have documented high dislocation densities around SiO2 and A1203 particles in a Cu matrix, when loaded to 2.5 GPa pressure [3] . Corresponding continuum analyses have quantified the deviatoric stresses produced near particles [3] and cylindrical fibers [5] under hydrostatic loading, when the bulk moduli of the two phases are different. Other departures from von Mises behavior are the marked anisotropy of yielding under various multiaxial stress states, as well as yielding due to heating or cooling. For example, finite element studies of a hexagonal array of aligned elastic fibers in an elastic-perfectly plastic matrix, with material properties chosen to simulate a B-AI composite, were used to determine the loading and uniformly distributed temperatures at which yielding first occurs [5, 6] . Although the von Mises yield surface used to describe matrix yield is a circular cylinder extending indefinitely along the hydrostatic axis, the composite yield surface is truncated along the hydrostatic axis, and resembles an irregular ellipsoid when plotted as a function of the direct stresses acting on the composite [6] . The same finite element studies have shown that heating or cooling the composite by an amount AT effectively shifts the surface for initial yield along the hydrostatic axis by an amount, 3Aff(Otm-af)/(1/Kf-1~Kin), where ~ and K are the coefficient of thermal expansion and bulk modulus of the matrix (m) or fiber q), respectively. More recent work has examined the critical ATto yield the composite, as a function of elastic properties and volume fractions of the components [7, 8] .
The present work documents the critical axisymmetric stress states to yield continuous fiber composites, as a function of the elastic properties and volume fractions of the components. In the results presented here, the surfaces correspond to yield of the entire matrix. Some other analyses have based surfaces on the initial matrix yield [5, 6] . The yield surfaces produced here are nearly elliptical and can be characterized by three quantities: the lengths of the major and minor axes and the orientation angle of the ellipse. Although yield surfaces of specific fiber composites have been reported previously, this study addresses axisymmetric yield behavior over a wide range of component properties and volume fractions, in an effort to provide useful yield design criteria. Where appropriate, comparison will be made to estimates of yield of fiber composites based on finite element [5, 9, 10] and self-consistent approaches [11] , as well as particulate composite models based on upper bound approaches in the limit of rigid spherical particles [12] , spherical cavities [13, 14, 15] , and elongated cavities [16] .
Approach
A more detailed formulation of the axisymmetric analysis is in Zhang et al. [8] , which considers the stress state and eventual yield in the composite when heated or cooled, due to different coefficients of thermal expansion in each component. In comparison, the present work addresses the isothermal response of initially stress-free metal matrix composites loaded by an axisymmetric (S-T) stress state, as shown in Fig. 1 are assumed to be parallel, infinitely long compared to their spacing, and perfectly bonded to the surrounding metal matrix.
Although the cell shown in Fig. 1 is not space filling, periodic conditions are applied to the outer wall at r = rm. The axisymmetric geometry, S-T loading, and infinite fiber length greatly simplify the analysis so that the three direct components of stress and strain in the cylindrical coordinate system shown correspond to the principal stress and strain states, (or~ cr0, crz) and (er, cO, ez). The corresponding equilibrium equation can be written as (e.g., see [17] , pp. 316-323), (2) Or r ' 0r These equations must be solved subject to boundary conditions that the stresses on the cell boundary match the applied stresses, (S, T), and that the fiber-matrix interface at r = rfis fully bonded, The matrix region, r < r < rm, is assumed to be elastic-plastic, and the inner fiber region, r < rf, is assumed to be elastic only• ~'he matrix is assumed to yield when a von Mises yield function defined by
reaches zero. Here, ~m is the current flow stress of the matrix in simple tension, and for isothermal conditions, it is assumed to depend on effective plastic strain, gm p . When the yield surface is used as a plastic potential, and conditions of normality and consistency are imposed (e.g., see [17] , pp. 77-84), the resulting incremental constitutive relation is
The strain increment in (5) has an elastic contribution dependent on Young's modulus Em and Poisson's ratio Vm of the matrix. Here, 0-kk denotes the trace of the stress tensor. During yielding~ tbe strain increment has an additional contribution dependent on the plastic modulus, H, defined by d-ti m / dean. A power-law relation and corresponding plastic modulus of the form,
are used, where 0-o, eo are the uniaxial yield stress and strain of the matrix.
The fiber is assumed to be elastic with different isotropic elastic properties, E¢ and re, than the matrix. .... Under such conditions, the only adrmss]ble stress field m the fiber is a uniform one, described l~y (0-{ = 0"0, .0-./z) (e.g., see t13], pp. 107-110). Given an increment, .(d0"~ = do'~, dfffz ) in the fiber stress state, the'corresponding increment in remote stresses fS T) are determined by first usin~ tlie elastic constitutive relations to find de~ , then using the continuity condmons m (3) to find de~, de m, do--mr at r -rf, and finally integrating (1), (2), and (5) from r = rf to r = rm. The resulting values of dS, dT are determine/l using the two relations on the left side of (3). The ratio of d~y( = do'/,, to do" fis chosen so that a proportional S-T path ~s follo~wed frown an initially stressfree state to the point where the entire matrix yields. The resulting values of (S,T) for various proportional paths are recorded to produce the entire S-T yield surface.
Results and Discussion
This section describes the anisotropic yield behavior of fiber composites in terms of a departure of the yield surface from a von Mises surface. The principal composite variables considered are the volume fraction, f, of the fiber and the ratio, Ef/Em, of Young's moduli. equiaxed shape and rotation indicate that both hydrostatic and deviatoric loadings cause yield of these composites. For example, the f= 0.5 curve shows that the yield stress in hydrostatic tension is lower than that for pure axial (S) loading. This feature is qualitatively consistent with Chu and Hashin [12] , which reports that the hydrostatic stress required to yield a rigid particulate composite with f= 0.1 is approximately five times that for f= 0.5.
The observed rotation in Fig. 2 also introduces anisotropic yield behavior.
In particular, the counterclockwise rotation causes the axial yield stress to become larger than transverse one. The rotation also defines a major axis direction, S * T, along which the composite is most resistant to yield, and a perpendicular minor axis direction, S ~ -T, along which the composite is easiest to yield.
Changes in Poisson's ratio of each component generally produces modest variation along the minor axis dimension and much larger variation along the major axis dimension. In particular, the shaded region in Fig. 2 shows the region within which yield surfaces forf = 0. the components. Clearly, in the limit of equal bulk moduli, an admissible solution for hydrostatic loading is that the stress state in each component is simply a uniform hydrostatic stress equal to the applied value. In this limit, the matrix will not yield, and the corresponding yield surface extends indefinitely along the hydrostatic axis. Over the limited range of Poisson's ratios shown for f = 0.25, the major axis increases in length and rotates clockwise as the bulk moduli become more similar. In this case, Kf/g_m decreases from approximately. . The important yield surface features for the case of more compliant fibers are shown in Fig. 3 , where EfE,n = 0.1 and again, Poisson's ratio for each component is 0.3. The trend in rotation is similar to, although less pronounced than that in the stiffer fiber case. Consequently, anisotropy is less pronounced, in that the axial yield stress for a givenfis only modestly higher than the transverse value. The reduction in major axis length withfis much larger here, and the minor axis dimension decreases rather than increases, so that all yield surfaces lie within the von Mises (f= 0) surface. As for the stiffer fiber case, the shaded region in Fig. 3 shows the locus of yield surfaces for f= 0.25 when vfand vm are independently varied from 0.25 to 0.35. Again, the major axis increases and rotates clockwise as the bulk moduli of each component become more equal. Results for a hollow spherical shell of rigid perfectly plastic material show a similar reduction in major and minor axes, but no rotation occurs in that case [14] . (a 2 +b2)+('~---a2)sin20) The orientation angle 0 is a basic measure of anisotropy, in that the ratio, Sy/Fy = tan O in the dilute (small f) limit, where a >> b. Further, the loading paths S/T= tan 0, tan O+ 90 ° arethe directions along which the composite is most resistant and least resistant to yield, respectively.
The plot of yield surface orientation in Fig. 4 shows that O = 45 ° when the elastic properties of the fiber and matrix are equal, and that 0 increases when the fiber and matrix moduli become more different, regardless of whether the fibers are more or less stiff. In fact, O for the case of cylindrical voids, approximated by EJEm = 10 -~, is comparable to that for stiff fibers in the range EfEm = 5 to 8. In all cases, the rotation appears to increase most rapidly with fin the dilute range. Figure 5 demonstrates that the major axis of the yield surface decreases in length as the fiber and matrix moduli become more different. Clearly, the effect is much more pronounced for less stiff fibers. In the limiting case of cylindrical voids, modeled by E~Em = 10 "4, the length a of the major axis is comparable to the external hydrostatic stress, Py = -21n0%/3 to yield a thick-walled spherical shell surrounding a spherical void of volume fraction f [ 13] . In comparison, the minor axis of the yield surface increases or decreases in length as the fiber is made more stiff or more compliant, respectively, than the matrix. In the more dilute limit, the major axis length a is a measure of the composite resistance to hydrostatic loading, while the minor axis limit b is a measure of the composite resistance to deviatoric and uniaxial loading. The comparison in Figs. 4, 5, 6 with results from finite element based results [5} suggests that the non space-filling cell employed here reasonably approximates 0 and b for arrays of hexagonally packed fibers with El/Era = 6 and (vf, Vra) = (0.21, 0.33), although it appears to overestimate a. However, the finite element work [5] is based on onset of yield in the matrix compared to full matrix yield in the present work. In general, packing geometry has little effect on axial yield, although it does have strong effects on transverse yield behavior [9, 10] .
The anisotropy present in a cylindrical geometry is apparent when model predictions for EfErn --4 0 are compared with an isotropic yield function proposed by Gurson for a plastic spherical shell with void volume fractionf [15] . Gurson's yield function can be written as rp= 3 Cr~j % +2fcosh(3~__~)_(l+f2)=O (11) 2 o" m a m zo" m '
here rrij = (rii -cr/~/3 ~s the stress devmtor and Urn is the flow stress of the matrix. Figure. 7 shows a comparison between the two models for f= 0.2. The most apparent change when the void shape is changed from spherical to cylindrical is that both the major and minor axes of the yield surface decrease, and the yield surface rotates counterclockwise. The decrease in the size of the yield surface and rotation associated with a spherical to cylindrical change in void shape contribute to a lower yield under both hydrostatic (P) and transverse (T) loadings, but provide a comparable yield for axial (S) loading.
85.0 Figure 7 also shows that the cylindrical shell model, although not space filling, provides a reasonable approximation to more realistic finite element analyses of 75.o spheroidal voids periodically embedded in a perfectly plastic matrix [16] . Figure 7 shows that the yield surface produced for a cubic array of spheroids with f= 0.2, which 0 are nearly connected along the S dimension (the aspect 65.0 ratio of S to T dimensions is 2.5 to 1), is very similar in size, shape, and orientation to the cylindrical shell model employed in this paper. Although the matrix is assumed to obey a pressureindependent von Mises yield criterion, composites with denotes finite element based estimates from [5] . and different bulk moduli for each component yield under (o)denotesself-consistent based estimates from [11] ;
both assume E,,'/Em= 6, vf= 0.21, Vm = 0.33. pure hydrostatic loading. The analysis shows that the hydrostatic load to yield decreases with increasing difference in bulk modulus of the components, regardless of which component has the higher bulk modulus.
Continuous fiber composites are also shown to have preferred axisymmetric loadings for which they are most resistant and least resistant to yield. Although the matrix material is most resistant to yield when ISI= 171, the composites tend to be most resistant to yield for specific loadings with the general feature ISI > 171, regardless of whether the fiber is more or less stiff than the matrix. In a related manner, each composite has (S-T) loading directions for which it is easiest to yield, which differ from the yon Mises prediction that ISI=-ITi. These features are linked to an inherent anisotropy in fiber composites, the magnitude of which is quantified in terms of a rotation of the (S-T) yield surface that is dependent on the relative elastic properties and volume fraction of the fiber. The large rotations observed over a wide range of elastic properties and volume fractions suggest important design criteria that are not modeled well by isotropic theories of yielding.
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